 Overview of Certain Proposed Amendments to:
 Article 3 – Geologically Hazardous Areas (including

lahar hazards)

 Introduction
 Lahars in Whatcom County
 State and/or Federal Preparedness Efforts
 Improved Geologic Hazard Characterization
 Local Emergency Response and Preparedness





Measures
Legal Framework
CAO Review Process & How the P/C
Recommendation was Developed
Options for Council
Other Proposed Amendments to Article 3

 After hearing from the public, Council directed staff to

develop lahar regulations based on the tsunami
regulations.
 However, legal precedent requires the Council to
understand and consider the hazards and risks prior to
amending code.
 While Council does have the authority to adopt whatever
rules they want, it is only after having such a public
discussion.
 Staff feels it incumbent to first present what is known
about lahars, and then how Whatcom County is
developing a resilient approach to managing geologic
risks prior to Council making such a decision.

Presenters:
 Cynthia Gardner, USGS-Cascade Volcano Observatory (CVO)
 Seth Moran, USGS-Cascade Volcano Observatory (CVO)
 John Gargett, Deputy Director, Whatcom County Sheriff's
Office, Division of Emergency Management
 Andy Wiser, Whatcom County Geologist, PDS
 John Thompson, WCPW
Also in the audience:
 Don Easterbrook, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Glacial Geology
and Environmental and Engineering Geology at WWU
 DNR Staff,
 Several consulting and academic geologists working in
Whatcom County

Cynthia Gardner

Cynthia Gardner, USGS Cascades
Volcano Observatory: 2/21/17
Photograph by Dave Tucker

Maple
Falls

Glacier

Kulshan

Bellingham

Van
Zandt

The assessment shows
areas that could be affected
by volcanic activity in the
future on the basis of past
events and on our
understanding of hazardous
process from similar types
of volcanoes in the
Cascades and worldwide.
During any given event only
a portion of the area is likely
to be affected.
Doesn’t include tephra-fall
hazards.

Gray and Green – lahars
Yellow & Orange – near vent hazards

Also tells you areas you
don’t have to be worried
about.

Summit

Sherman Crater

Black Buttes

•

Cone mostly constructed 12 – 40 thousand years ago (ka) when
valley glaciers were generally more extensive than today and
continental ice briefly surrounded the volcano (~18-15 ka)

•

Last summit eruptions approximately 11.6-13.5 ka; since then
vent has been off summit. Areas at risk related to vent position.

Tephra fall
Lava flow Hydrovolcanic ash

During periods of quiescence, landslides and lahars (debris flows)
can occur just as in any mountainous area

Maple Falls

Glacier

Scale:
1:100,000

Kulshan

Bellingham

Van
Zandt

Means 1 cm
on the map
equals 100,000
cm on the
ground (1 km
or 0.6 miles)
Contour
interval is 50
m (~150 ft.)

Gray and Green – lahars
Yellow & Orange – near vent hazards

When you
change scale
the lines won’t
match the
topography

Maple Falls

Glacier

Close in areas (< 8
miles from summit)
could be affected by
lava flows; pyroclastic
flows and surges from
collapsing lava flow
fronts; ballistics; nearvent tephra fall; lahar
initiation.
Not much time for
people to be out of
harm’s way

Gray and Green – lahars
Yellow & Orange – near vent hazards

Tephra and lahars can
travel well beyond this
near (or proximal) zone.

Start on volcano
50-60% by weight
sediment; vary in size
Travel faster than
stream/river flow;
more damaging
Follow river valleys

Gray and Green – lahars
Yellow & Orange – near vent hazards

Lots of triggering
mechanisms; can
occur during volcanic
unrest, eruption, or
quiescence; generally
largest during
unrest/eruption

Green – Lahars from large flank collapses; similar to 6,700 year-old event
Gray – Lahars from lava-flow front collapse, smaller than from flank collapse;
areas affected by long-term sedimentation/flooding
Floods may be good guides as to present risk to Sumas River Valley

Red – 10M m3
Dark Orange – 30M m3
Orange – 100M m3
Yellow – 300M m3
Pale Yellow – 1B m3

North Fork Nooksack River

1:100,000 scale; 10m (30 ft.) DEM
Most hazardous
areas closer to
volcano and lower
in valley bottom

Red – 10M m3
Dark Orange – 30M m3
Orange – 100M m3
Yellow – 300M m3
Pale Yellow – 1B m3

Middle Fork Nooksack River

Middle Fork flows
travel farther down
Nooksack valley
because of shorter
flow path
LaharZ doesn’t
show flow path of
muddy water (<50%
sediment) or posteruption flood
issues

Shows worstcase event if
dams were to
fail
Reservoirs can
either be a
catchment area
or a problem
In 1975, Baker
reservoir
lowered in
anticipation of
an eruptive
event and
lahars entering
reservoir

 You will have warning – monitoring data, steam-and-ash








events; typically weeks to months prior to new material
coming out of vent
Vent location matters. Currently most likely vent Sherman
Crater; thus, Middle Fork route and east flank most at risk
Hazardous events can happen during unrest (steam and
ash explosions; ballistics; flank collapse, lahars) making
near-vent areas hazardous
There will be a lot of uncertainty regarding what (style of
eruption), precisely when, how long it will last, and size
(big, small?): during unrest, we will produce scenario maps
to show areas most at risk on the basis of the vent and
monitoring data
Actions will need to be taken before outcome is known

 Eruptions from Mount Baker are low probability,

potentially high-consequence events
 Only 1 magmatic eruption in past 11,000 years;
however, a similar event today would likely affect the
Nooksack River from Deming to Bellingham Bay and
perhaps to Fraser River delta.
 There will be warning but flank collapse and resultant
lahars could occur before magma reaches the surface.
 Sherman Crater is the most likely vent for future
activity; thus, the south and east sides are most at risk.
No known eruptive activity has affected the North Fork
over the past past 7,000 to 12,000 years.
Photo by J. Scurlock

 After a major event, long-term sedimentation issues

would likely persist for years to decades.
 Even during periods of quiescence, landslides and
smaller-scaled lahars (debris flows) can happen as in
any steep mountainous terrain; area around and
downslope of Sherman Crater most at risk.
 Worldwide, unrest, such as in 1975, is more common
than eruptive activity (i.e., unrest doesn’t always end in
eruption)
 As we learned at MSH in 2004, response to volcanic
unrest is costly (for emergency managers and
observatories) even if no eruption ensues or if the
eruption is a small or non-explosive.
Photo by J. Scurlock

Photo by J. Scurlock

The USGS Cascades Volcano
Observatory and Volcano Hazards in
the Pacific Northwest

Seth Moran

US Geological Survey
Cascades Volcano Observatory

Mount St. Helens, March 8, 2005

National Volcano Early
Warning System (NVEWS)
• 169 active volcanoes in U.S.
• In 2005, all US volcanoes
were ranked based on level
of risk.
• Risk = hazard * exposure
• 18 volcanoes placed in
highest risk category (“Very
High Threat”), including 8 in
WA and OR
Ewert et al., 2005

• 25 volcanoes have
been active in PNW
in last 10,000 years

Mount Baker
Glacier Peak

• On average, 2
eruptions per
century, or ~10
eruptions for every
Cascadia M 9
earthquake
• Volcanic eruptions
are smaller-impact
events than M 9
earthquakes – but
they will still be
major events (MSH,
2004)

Mount Rainier
St. Helens

Mount Adams
Mount Hood

Three Sisters

Newberry

Threat Level
Very High
High
Moderate
Low
Very Low

Crater Lake

3)
2)
1)

5)
4)

** Three most frequently active Cascade volcanoes are in Washington State

Monitoring

Volcano
Observatory

Jointly produced by WA DNR, WA EMD, Pierce County, and USGS

Produced by WA EMD, WA DNR,
USGS, land managers (USFS,
NPS), counties, local
municipalities, and other
stakeholders

2008 USGS report
• Instrumentation
recommendations from a
panel of USGS & academic
scientists
• For Very High Threat
Volcanoes:
 12-20 seismometers within
20km
 12-20 GPS stations within
20km
 Monitoring sites need to be
close because the signs of
reawakening can be very
small and subtle.

Moran et al., 2008

Baker – 2 seismometers, 0 GPS
Glacier Peak:
2018-2019

Glacier Peak – 1 seismometer, 0 GPS
Rainier – 9 seismometers, 7 GPS
Adams – 1 seismometer, 0 GPS

Hood:
2017-2018

St. Helens – 20 seismometers, 20 GPS

Present Focus:
 Ensure all “red” volcanoes have
basic monitoring (4-6 stations)
Ultimate Goal:
 All “red” volcanoes monitored
like St. Helens

Baker monitoring upgrade
timeline:
Glacier

2017 – Begin looking for
places to install 4 monitoring
stations (4 seismic, 4 GPS)
2018 – Begin testing telemetry
options
2019 – Begin permitting
process
2021/2022 – Begin
installations
** Not cheap ($90-$100K/site),
ability to upgrade Baker will
depend on having sufficient
resources both for equipment and
installation costs (permitting,
helicopter, etc.).

GPS

Radio
antenna
Seismometer

Lightning

Slingline
hook

Infrasound

“Spider” rapid
deployment platform

 Mount Baker hasn’t erupted in thousands of years, but it








has had two major episodes of unrest (explosion in 1843,
increased steaming in 1975) in the last 2 centuries.
Globally, there are many more episodes of unrest
(increased steaming, increase in earthquakes, etc.) than
eruptions at volcanoes.
Episodes of unrest don’t leave a geologic record, so our
knowledge of how frequently unrest occurs at Mount
Baker is incomplete.
But, it is very likely that there were other episodes like
1975 before the 1800s.
It is also likely that there will be more episodes of unrest
in the coming decades/centuries.

 When unrest occurs, we won’t initially

know whether it will lead to an eruption.
 For that reason, unrest will cause a major
media event (Mount St. Helens 2004, for
example) as well as major local concerns
about eruption impacts, even if no eruption
occurs.
 Improved monitoring networks will improve
our ability to assess whether unrest will
lead to eruption (but there will still be
uncertainty, just as there is with weather
forecasts).
 Working towards community preparedness
is also important.

John Thompson & Andy Wiser

 Hazard information availability
 Geologic hazard information – updates and

maintenance
 Risk assessment and warning tools
 Established an improved collaboration with WDNR
on forest practice review and regional coordination
on landslide hazard assessment

 Land records GIS project (IT):
 actively working on parcel improvement and web

publishing capabilities
 First step towards county-hosted GIS database
depicting geological hazards
 Ortho photo imagery was captured and delivered

(2016); oblique images soon
 WA Dept. of Natural Resource Geological Hazards
website revamped with more data and links
 Lidar data has been collected (2015-2017)
 Mt. Baker flown in 2015 by USGS; data in-hand
 Final products for full coverage available in June 2017

 First steps – work that WDNR will do for us:
 Landslide inventory
 Alluvial fan inventory
 Deep-seated and shallow landslide susceptibility maps

(shows areas that are more likely to fail)
 Based on WDNR products, we will:
 Update/replace current CAO landslide maps
 Update/replace alluvial fan maps

 Update lahar maps based on new USGS LaharZ model

runs & recommendations
 Develop landslide runout maps
 Conduct bedrock landslide risk assessment(s)
 Evaluate trends in debris flows originating in Mt. Baker
glacial deposits
 adapt land-use and emergency response plans accordingly

 Develop quantitative risk assessments for geological

hazards
 adopt assessment guidelines and establish policies for

community risk tolerance.

 QRA is a standardized methodology to evaluate

“what is an acceptable level of risk”
 Risk = Hazard x Consequence
 mRisk = (Hazard x Consequence) x (1/mitigation)
 Individual versus Community Risk
 Provides a structured, reproducible, and defensible

basis for policy and regulation
 Provides a standard for consulting professionals to
devise mitigating measures that are based on the
degree of risk reduction

Probability in
50 next years

Recurrence
Interval

5%

1000 years

0.5%

10,000 years

0.05%

100,000 years

Middle Fork
May 2013

John Gargett

Risk Based Emergency
Planning
An Approach for Lahar and Volcanic
Hazards in Whatcom County

Risk Based Emergency Planning
Risk Based Emergency
Planning views the sub
segments of a community
as an ecosystem
comprised of the natural
environment, existing and
proposed land use
policies, emergency
detection, warning and
action plans.

Risk
Assessment
Impact
Analysis

Response

Mitigation

Specific
Hazard

Land Use
Planning

Detection

Warning
Emergency
Planning

Lahar Hazard Whatcom County
Risk Assessment - Whatcom County does have a Lahar risk (best available
science)
Impact Analysis - Whatcom County should plan for Lahar damage (best
available science)
Detection - USGS has only one old detection gauge and a downstream
flow gauge.
Warning - No warning system is currently in place. No coordinated
strategy for testing, exercising, maintenance or activation.
Emergency Planning - Only addressed in Whatcom County Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan; No Specific Mountain or Riverine Community Planning (Glacier,
Deming, etc.)

Land Use Planning - Lahar and Volcanic Building & Land Use Standards
Mitigation - No projects identified or scoped.
Response - Never required (or exercised) county wide, or in Mountain or
Riverine Communities

Response

Risk
Assessment
(USGS)

WCSODEM

Mitigation
WCPW

Lahar
Risk

Land Use
Planning
WCPD

Impact
Analysis
(USGS,
Geologists,
DNR)

Detection
USGS

Warning
Emergency
Planning
WCSODEM

USGS, DNR,
WA EMD

Tsunami Hazard Whatcom County
Risk Assessment - Whatcom County does have a tsunami risk
(best available science)
Impact Analysis - Whatcom County should plan for a 3-5 meter
surge (best available science)

Risk
Assessment
Response

(NOAA/DNR)

(NOAA/DNR)
(WCSO/WCPD)

(WCSODEM)

Detection - Pacific Tsunami Warning Center
Warning - Washington State can set off local AHAB's, Point Roberts Fire and
Sandy Point Fire can set off their local sirens. No local coordinated strategy
for testing, exercising, maintenance or activation of warning systems.

Mitigation
(WCPW)

Tsunami
Risk

Emergency Planning - Only addressed in Whatcom County Comprehensive
Emergency Management Plan. No Specific Coastal Community Planning
(Birch Bay, Blaine, etc.)

Land Use Planning - Coastal Flooding Building Standards
Mitigation - No tsunami projects identified or scoped.
Response - Never required (or exercised) county wide, or in
Coastal Communities

Detection
(Pacific
Tsunami
Warning
Center)

Warning

Land Use
Planning
(WCPD)

Impact
Analysis

Emergency
Planning
(WCSODEM)

(WS EMD
Local
Government)

Jones Creek Landslide Hazard
Risk Assessment - A Jones Creek Landslide is a risk. (best available
science)
Impact Analysis - The impact of the slide has been modeled &
studied (best available science)

Risk
Assessment
Response
(WCFD #16,
WCSODEM)

Detection - Whatcom County Public Works and the United States
Geological Survey have installed detection
Warning - A local warning system is in place managed by WCFD #16
and the Whatcom County Sheriff's Office Division of Emergency
Management.
Emergency Planning - Landslide hazards are addressed in Whatcom
County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan. There is Risk
Based Emergency Planning for the Acme Community
Land Use Planning - Whatcom County Planning & Development
Services have incorporated the risk into building requirements.
Mitigation - Whatcom County Public Works has engineered and
designed mitigation for a slide and is identifying funding sources to
begin work.
Response - 2009 was the last response and at least annual
exercises take place in Acme.

(Geologist,
DNR, WCPW)

Mitigation
(WCPW)

(Geologist,
DNR)

Jones
Creek
Landslide

Land Use
Planning
(WCPD)

Impact
Analysis

Detection
(USGS,
WCPW)

Warning
Emergency
Planning
(WCSODEM)

(WCFD #16,
WCSODEM)

Conclusion
We must live in harmony with our natural
environment and build a resilient community that
ensures that property rights, environmental
protection, economic development, land use
planning, and emergency management are balanced,
that the risks are understood, reasonable strategies
are employed, and communities are protected
through Risk Based Emergency Planning.
Development of a volcanic and lahar Local
Emergency Plan is a must.

Cliff Strong

 Section (1) basically says that geohazards pose a threat when

incompatible development is sited in areas of significant
hazard.
 If Council wants to adopt minimal regulations, you should find that

lahars aren’t a significant hazard.
 Section (2) basically says that we must avoid development in

geohazard areas if the risk can’t be mitigated.
 If Council wants to adopt minimal regulations, may be prudent to

find that an early warning and evacuation plan is adequate
mitigation.
 Of course, this presupposes that we have such a system in place.
 Section (10)(a) says that lahar inundation zones must be

declared a volcanic hazard area, which the proposed code
does.
 How we respond is up to Council.

 In any of their volcano hazard areas, Pierce County

prohibits bonus densities, essential facilities, &
hazardous facilities.
 Special Occupancy Structures and covered
assemblies are limited to 100 persons unless the
project proponent satisfies certain requirements, in
which case the occupancy may be increased to 400.
 The special conditions involve providing for
evacuation of all occupants to a safe height out of
the lahar inundation zone in the time appropriate to
the lahar travel time zone.

 Tahoma Audubon argued that Pierce County failed to use

the best available science in allowing 400-person
occupancy in a lahar inundation zone that would be
inundated within one hour of a lahar event, in a valley
where no early warning system was feasible.
 Pierce County responded that risk assessment is a public
policy choice which must be left to elected officials.
 Co-defendant Park Junction Partners asserted that
Mount Rainier visitors “voluntarily choose to assume
volcano-related risks” and that Pierce County was
entitled to weigh the lahar risk against the economic
goals of the County in encouraging tourism.

 The Board found that the GMA mandate to use best

available science to protect the “functions and
values” of critical areas (RCW 36.70A.172) has no
apparent application to volcanic hazard areas and
that no other GMA provision appears to require the
County to make human life and safety its paramount
concern when adopting critical areas regulations.
 The Board agreed with the County that life-safety
risk assessment is a public policy determination that
rests with the moral conscience of elected officials,
not with the Board.

 The Board held that the state’s “minimum guidelines”

(365-190 WAC) are not mandatory, only advisory.
 However, the Board also concluded, “If the county

does not use [the minimum guidelines] … it must
explicitly identify those indicators it does use to satisfy
the statutory analysis requirements.”
 The Board agreed with Pierce County that land use

policy and responsibility with respect to Mount
Rainier Case II lahars – “low probability, high
consequence” events – is within the discretion of the
elected officials; they bear the burden of deciding
“How many people is it okay to sacrifice?”
 The petition was dismissed.

Cliff Strong & Andy Wiser

 Originally, no proposed amendments from staff, TAC, or

CAC
 Applicants were informed that prospective properties

wouldn’t allow commercial uses.
 BIAWC lobbied for changes/Staff developed amended

code language for consideration by the P/C.
 Knowing new data was forthcoming staff suggested

minor changes that would allow more uses but maintain
existing occupancy limits.
 Some P/C members found amended language too

limiting and requested research and revisions.

 P/C asked for even less restrictions, and to research

other jurisdictions’ regulations
 Pierce County has the most evolved, defensible system
 Based on travel time zones, with more restrictions closer to

the mountain, and less the further away
 So staff developed:
 Developed Lahar Hazard Zones based on travel-time

estimates.
 Proposed similar occupancies to existing code, intended as
framework to be refined with updated hazard information
 P/C liked the framework, but
 Thought the occupancy limits were too low, and raised

them.
 Also allowed more uses in some of the LIZs.

 Staff has reservations about adoption of hazard

zones:
 Modeling and delineation of lahar hazards at Mt. Baker

needs to be updated, and is forthcoming.
 Evacuation as mitigation would rely on a Lahar
Detection and Alert System.
 Lahar hazard zones non-conservative.
 Does not consider increased risk posed to
communities by reduced land use regulations.

Cliff Strong

 Council motion to:
 “Request staff to bring forward a proposal to remove lahar

language and insert language that says lahars will be
treated like tsunami zones, with the same level of
evacuation route planning and education.”
 However, existing tsunami hazard regulations direct the

technical administrator to the volcanic hazard regulations.
 Adopting lahar regulations that mimic the tsunami
regulations would create a logic loop in the code.
 For this discussion, staff assumed the Council intended
to let people build all allowed uses, and rely on
emergency warning systems, emergency preparedness,
and education, but with no other mitigation.

 However, there are difference between tsunamis and

lahars (listed in staff memo, page 6)
 Additionally, alert systems are not a CAO regulation.
 Thus, if this is an approach the Council wants to
implement then funds would need to be appropriated
and the system would need to be set up.
 Planning staff supports installation of such a system,
especially if the Council chooses not to limit
development.

 However, if this is what Council wants, code would

read:
16.16.350 Standards – Volcanic hazard areas.
The standards of WCC 16.16.320 shall apply.
(The rest of the tsunami code couldn’t apply, as it has
to do with building above the predicted flood height,
which wouldn’t apply to lahars.)

 In a nutshell, WCC 16.16.320 states :
 That new development should to be located, engineered, and










constructed to as to reduce risks and not increase hazard potential;
That impacts should be avoided;
That new development must be directed toward portions of a parcel
that are not subject to, or at risk from, geological hazards;
That critical facilities shouldn’t be constructed or located in
geologically hazardous areas if there’s a feasible alternative location
outside geologically hazardous areas that would serve the intended
service population;
That a qualified professional must review development proposals
that occur in potentially geologically hazardous areas to determine
the potential risk;
That proposed development should be sited far enough from erosion
and landslide hazard areas to ensure at least 100 years of useful life;
That agricultural activities are allowed within geologically hazardous
areas, and,
That subdivisions aren’t allowed in most geohazard areas.

 (The complete text is found in the Draft Code)

 As explain, the P/C developed a set of regulations

based on Pierce County model, with:
 More uses allowed
 Significantly higher occupancy limits than current code
 Sets up 4 different Lahar Hazard Zones based on

estimated travel time of a lahar, allowing us to tailor
regulations in each of those zones based on potential
risk

Use Allowances and Maximum Occupancies2
Facility/Occupancy List1

Lahar Hazard Zone
A

B

C

D

Essential Facilities

Prohibited

Prohibited

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, but shall
meet the requirements of
16.16.260 and 265.

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning

Hazardous Facilities

Prohibited

Prohibited

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, but shall
meet the requirements of
16.16.260 and 265.

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning

Special Occupancies

Prohibited

Allowed, subject to
Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, with a
underlying zoning, but shall
maximum occupancy of 100. meet the requirements of
16.16.260 and 265.

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning

Covered Assemblies

Prohibited

Allowed, subject to
Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, with a
underlying zoning, but shall
maximum occupancy of 100. meet the requirements of
16.16.260 and 265.

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning

All other uses allowed by
Title 20, Zoning

• Within the Glacier
All other uses allowed by
LAMIRD – All other uses Title 20, with a maximum
allowed by Title 20, with a occupancy of 100.
maximum occupancy of
25.
• Outside the Glacier
LAMIRD – Limited to
single-family residences
and their accessory
structures.

1
2

See Article 9 for definitions of these facilities.
Maximum occupancies listed here may be increased per WCC 16.16.350(D).

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, but shall
meet the requirements of
16.16.260 and 265.

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning

 Public opposed, as they thought it put more

restrictions on uses and occupancies.
 However, we don’t believe those testifying saw, or
understood, footnote 2 of that table, which basically
states that
 The occupancy limits may be raised if the applicant

has a report done by a “qualified professional that
includes recommendations for siting of improvements
intending to avoid volcanic hazards and a volcanic
hazard management and evacuation plan.”

 The P/C’s proposed language would generally allow

all development allowed by the underlying zoning.
 Thus, contrary to their testimony, any of those
business, schools, fire stations, etc. could expand as
long as they put together an evacuation plan to get
people out of harm’s way were a lahar to occur (and
meet the other parts of the zoning code).

 Staff believes that the Planning Commission’s

recommended language would work as a framework
for future regulations, once better data is available,
but doesn’t believe that it works with the occupant
loads proposed, especially without a warning system
in place.
 Staff’s original recommendation using the Piece
County model would have maintained the current
limits on occupancy and/or congregations of large
numbers of people until the forthcoming USGS data
could be used to adapt the proposed zonation based
on an accurate assessment of risk.

 Given Council’s intent, yet staff’s concerns with Options 1

and 2, we have prepared a third alternative for you to
consider.
 The new proposed language is based on our existing
lahar code, but modified for clarity and brevity, and
acknowledging existing, legal nonconforming uses,
essential facilities, and cellular communication facilities.
 As you will see, it, too, would allow most uses but would
require any land use of greater intensity or density than
single-family residence and accessory structures to
develop an emergency management and evacuation plan
for their site, and that some uses must propose hazard
mitigation measures.

16.16.350 Standards – Volcanic hazard areas.
A.

The following uses may be allowed in volcanic hazard areas subject to
WCC 16.16.320(A, B, and C) and the provisions below:
1. Single-family residences and duplexes.
2. Accessory structures not involving human occupancy.
3. Sewer collection facilities, communication facilities, and other utilities that

are not likely to cause harm to people or the environment if inundated by a
lahar. Underground utilities such as pipelines shall be allowed if
demonstrated through a Volcanic Hazard Assessment to not likely be
damaged by scour caused by a lahar.
4. Expansion of legal nonconforming uses meeting criteria of WCC 16.16.270

and WCC 20.83, and subject to the submittal and approval of a Volcanic
Hazard Assessment meeting the requirements of subsection B(1-3).
5. Essential facilities, subject to the submittal and approval of a Volcanic

Hazard Assessment meeting the requirements of subsection B(1-3).
6. All other uses allowed per the property’s zoning district, subject to the

submittal and approval of a Volcanic Hazard Assessment meeting the
requirements of subsection B(1-4).

B.

Volcanic Hazard Assessment Requirements. Where required by subsection A,
a Volcanic Hazard Assessment shall be submitted for approval. Said
assessment shall be prepared by a qualified professional or pertinent local,
state, or federal agency and include the following elements:
1. A travel time analysis that determines the amount of time anticipated for a
lahar to reach the proposed project site.
2. If available, a description of existing or proposed detection and notification
systems installed and maintained by a public entity. Until detection and
notification systems are available, provide information on available
resources for volcanic hazard monitoring and emergency preparedness.
3. An emergency management plan for the facility that:
a.
b.

c.

4.

Is consistent with and integrated into a community emergency plan
maintained by the Sheriff’s Office of Emergency Management.
Includes an emergency evacuation plan showing that the proposed project is
within walking distance to a legally accessible area outside of the lahar
inundation zone in an amount of time less than the anticipated time that it
takes a lahar to reach the site, ideally after the triggering of a lahar warning
system.
Is required to be updated and exercised every three years.

Hazard mitigation measures deemed capable of withstanding lahar impacts
and ensure life safety.

Cliff Strong

 Staff does not believe adopting regulations similar to the

tsunami regulations is appropriate as it :
 Fails to provide sufficient mitigation for the interpreted

hazards; and;
 Would pose increased risk to our mountain communities.
 However, if after having this public discussion of risk

Council wants to adopt regulations that allows higher
occupancies and/or congregations of large numbers of
people, staff suggests it would be prudent to find:
 that lahars are not a significant hazard,
 that an early warning and evacuation plan is adequate

mitigation; and,
 that the risk is acceptable.

 Though the Planning Commission’s recommendation

provides a good framework for the future once better
data is available, staff does not believe that it works
with respect to the occupant loads proposed.
 Staff’s original recommendation using the Piece
County model would have maintained the current
limits on occupancy and/or congregations of large
numbers of people until the forthcoming USGS data
could be used to adapt the proposed zonation based
on an accurate assessment of risk.

 Staff believes the 3rd option, a modified version of our

current regulations, is the best interim approach to
protecting people and property from potential volcanic
hazards until a volcanic hazard monitoring system and
emergency management plan is implemented and
updated, and forthcoming hazard mapping can be
included.
 Staff believes a robust volcanic hazard monitoring
system and emergency management plan is warranted.
 Staff believes that the regulations should be revisited
after we’ve received and analyzed the new LiDAR and
lahar modeling data we expect from the USGS within the
next couple of years.

Cliff Strong

 As with other

articles, many of
the changes have
to do with
clarifications,
incorporation of
standard practices,
and updated
references.
 Changes of note
include:

Section

Recommendation

Throughout

It is recommended that we change the terminology from
“buffers” to “setbacks” for geohazard areas throughout the
article. The reason for this is that whereas for most critical
areas development is kept a certain distance away so as to
protect the critical area’s functions and values (i.e., it
“buffers” the critical area). In the case of geohazards,
keeping development away from the hazard is not to protect
the hazard, but rather to keep development from
encroaching into a hazardous area (i.e., to protect life and
property). The TAC felt that setback was a more appropriate
term.
Purpose section changed slightly for simplicity, and
recognizing that elimination of all risk is not achievable.
Changes better acknowledge that the County’s maps are not
definitive, and that there may be hazardous areas that we
don’t know about.

16.16.300
16.16.310.B

Associated
BAS

N/A

N/A
N/A

Section

Recommendation

Associated
BAS

16.16.310.C.1 Proposed amendments to better classify and describe
landslide areas, and better take into account the surface and
subsurface hydrology (a disturbance to which often causes
landslides).
16.16.310.C.2 Because the International Building Code and International
Residential Code contain the only mitigation (construction
standards) for typical, widespread earthquakes, it was felt that
this code need not address those areas. However, there are
specific areas that may need to be avoided; these are left in to
be regulated via this code.
16.16.310.C.3 Have amended the text to better describe alluvial fan areas.
16.16.310.C.5 Proposed to delete typical, minor to moderate surface erosion
areas as a critical area since the risk of erosion from
development proposals should be and is addressed under
clearing and grading regulations, stormwater plans, regulations
for special watershed management areas, as well as farm
plans and agricultural practices. Erosion of surface soils is best
addressed in those areas.

N/A

N/A

Section

Recommendation

16.16.310.C.
6, 7

Have split tsunami and seiche hazard areas, as they are
different types of hazards, each with different risks,
occurrence probability, and avoidance measures.
Have rearranged and added new standards to this section
making what’s required more clear, though policies are not
changing.
Three landslide hazard area sections (325, 330, and 335),
each with standards, have been combined into one section.
In 16.16.325.C.3 we reiterated that a mitigation plan may be
required, and that the setback should be covered by an
easement (like other critical areas) so as to inform future
purchasers of this hazard.

16.16.320

16.16.325

Associated
BAS
N/A

N/A

Section
16.16.350

Recommendation
Discussed at length, above.

16.16.365, 367 The section has been split into two, as it covered two
topics (tsunamis and seiches).
16.16.375
The language has been simplified.

Associated
BAS
N/A
N/A
N/A

 16.16.365 Tsunami Hazard Areas – Standards.
 Delete reference to having to comply with 16.16.350 since none

of the language in 350 could apply to tsunami hazard areas

